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, Olga. ,Prince Side 1 000 
LB Now Mrs, Prince, if you would give us your name. I'm going to ask you to sit over 
there, yes,,,.(To }~. Princea Out! She didn't sit here when I was talking to 











O,K, Now if you 0d give me your name. 
Olga Prince. 
And you wanted to say your maiden na.me. 
Yes, K-o-1-k-e-r, Kolkero 
K-o-1-k-e-r, Right? 
Yes, Kolker, 
Could you tell me what year you were bom? 
1906. 
1906. And you were born, where? 
In Diessa. 
You were born in Qlessa. 'Ihen you•re a native O::iessa girl. 
OP a native, yes. 




LB Yes, I 0 ve met one man, 
__ , .---'-=~ 
OP I've never been in a small town north of O:lessa. I was, with my mother, when she wa.s 
sick, we went down to Crime, you know, •• 
LB Crimea.? 
OP Crimea., yes, For the summer, she needed some, a certain bath, you know bath, so we 
went down to a small city, but that 0s not a small town like Podolski Gubernye, 
Poldolia, or something, that's more sopisticated. But they're small cities, 'Ihat•s 
the only small city I was ever in my life. 
LB So you're really a city girl you're saying? 
OP Yes, And also we used to rent a cottage in Shaba, it 0s near Bessa.rabia. where they 
have grapes, It 9s a grape city, 
LB Is that right? Do you remember how you spell that? 
OP Well, I ~uppose you spell it, S-h-a-b-o. And there we just, •• in Russia there's no 
such thing how you spell it, You spell it the way you say it. 
LB Shaba., 
OP Shabo, 
LB It was a Russian name? 
OP It was a mixture of Russian and Bessa.rabian, I would say, We used to have there, the 
grape season is August. So we used to rent a cottage there for the month of August 
and go domi there, 
LB All right, in Bessa.ra.bia., were you nea.r a river? or, what was the geography of that 
area.? 
OP Well, I would.n°t say it was rally Bessarabia. It was sort of in between. 
LB (Takes out map.) Now here's the Bug (river) and Bessa.ra.bia •• ,and here's the Dniester. 
Now in order to get,.,when they were escaping.,, · 
OP It would be someplace a.round here, 
LB It would? 
OP Because I don •t have the Black Sea. here. 
LB 'Iha Black.Sea. would be down there. 
OP So it would be somewhere a.round here. Nowhere a.round hereo Somewheres a.round here, 
LB South, LB, 
OP I think maybe I have a big map of Russia. (Goes to get mapo/'Ihat•s a very nice one, 
I'd like one like that, 
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LB Well, anyway, used to ••• you were then on the Eastern side of the Deniester during 
the summer and your father would come down by train for the weekend, from Oiessa. 
Nowp you lived in Oiessa. Did you live in a house or an apartment? 
OP In an apartment building. Always in an apartment building. 
LB Now tell me about the apartment building. How big was it? 
0.P Well, we ha.d thirty six apartments in the building where I mm lived. And the:e they 
have, the apartments are built around a yard ••• 
LB A courj? 
OP Court. Courtyard. All apartments are built around a courtyard. And this was the last 
one. But most of ••• I lived my life, my sixteen years, sixteen and a half years that 
I spent there, I probably ixB lived in three apartment houses, 
LB Youbiid? How many people were in your family? 
OP N.y immediate family were five. Che of my stters died. a.t the age of eleven of typhoid 
fever in 1920, But we also ha.d •• , 
LB What did you have, three sisters? 
OP Two sisters. 
LB Two sisters. 'lhree girls then, And a mother and father. Wait before we go,.,But you want 
to tell me more about your family. 
OP Yes, we also had •• ,my mother had a very close friend who was a widow, They became 
>" 
acquainted when my mother came from Lituania at the age of fifteen,,, 
LB Oh, she did? 
O.P yes, And she worked in a restaurant. I don't know, she was a cashier or she was a 
waitress or something and this woman was a cook there, And she was a widow with a 
little child whom she had someone,,,she lived with someone, she paid for her, like 
foster parents, let put it that way, And these people were childless, so they were 
taking care of her child and she had to go to work, So this woman lived with us 
always, She was like a pa.rt of the family, And we used to ca.11 her Aunt, As a matter 
of fact, I also have Yahrzeit for tdB her (Annual commemoration-of the death of a 
relative,) 
LB You have what? 
OP Yahrzeit, 
LB Oh, you do: 
OP Yes, Because when my pa.rents died, we lost our parents. Ell the time I was twelve I 
ha.d no mother or father. And I ha.d two younger sisters. So, she was like a mother 
to us. And her daughter never ha.d children, so her daughter and she were our.,. 
closer to us than our own relatives, 
LB Did you have any other relatives in Oiessa? 
OP Ch, yes, 1'\y father's brother, and sister. And I had a grandfather, Grandmother, 1'\y 
grandmother died in 1913, but my grandfather died in 1921. So with him we were, 
we ha.d close relationship. 
LB You did? 
OP Yes. 
LB Now, this would be your father 0s side? 
OP 1'\y father's side, f'1Y mother's side of the family was in Lithuania, 
LB How did she happen to come down to 0:1.essa? from Lithuania, 
OP· Well, I suppose, in those days, you were looking for opportunites where you could 
better yourself. Ma.ybe, she couldn't.,.~ in Lithuania, although she was 
Orthodox, but she was very "today" as we say. She didn't like the atmosphere of 
the home, Her father was over-over-over Orthodox and she atm:x decided to leave 
home and perhaps she thought that in Oiessa she could make a living for herself', 
LB Did Oi.essa have a reputation for being, uh, more, less Orthodox than other Jewish 
communities? 
OP Yes. 
LB It did? 
OP Yes, 
LB And all,.,Russian Jewry knew it and Ea.stem European Jewry knew this? 
O.P Yes. As a. matter of fact I don•t think I ever saw, in my life, a Hasid. with a 
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shtremel until I came to this country. 
rz· Is that right? 
OP That's right, I never saw one in Ctlessa. 
LB But how about in the rest of Russia or ••• 
099 p.J 
OP Oh yes, in the rest of Russia, but not in rny city. I haven't seen any. 
I mean O I didn't come in con tact ••• maybe there were but I, just not in the 
neighborhoods where I lived ow where I went to school. I never saw any. 
LB Now was your father a religious man himself? 
OP No. No. Father was not religious at all. 
LB At all. 
OP And he was a ••• started. as a salesman in shoes. Shoe salesman. And then he 
managed. the store. And he wasn't at all religious. My mother was very tolerant. 
Although she was Orthodox, she kept a kosher home. 
LB She did? 
OP Oh yes. Kept a kosher home. ·But if he wanted to ea. t something that wasn •t 
kosher she didn't argue with him. She would say, All right you can eat it, but 
eat it on a piece of paper, not on a plate, I remember that, although I was very 
young. But I remember that. 
LB What language did they speak? 
OP Russian, 
LB To each other? And to the children? 
OP Yes. Yes. To the children, As a matter of fa.ct, this aunt of ours, that I 
called aunt, she came from Vv/h~tl which is u close to Poland. She also came 
down to Oiessa because she was a widow with a small child, she came down for work. 
And she always spoke Jewish and she insisted. on speaking Jewish to us children. 
And my mother always used to ar@ue with her. Don't speak Jewish, because I don't 
want them to have an accent. Jews have a hard enough time in Russia wilhhout having 
an accent. 
LB Was that her reason? 
OP 'Ihat was her reason, I remember it just like now. She always said, I don't want 
my children to have an accent. And she always dreamt that I'll be a pharmacist. 
LB Is that right? You mean, your mother? 
OP Yes. Why, because we had a pharmacist in our building who, they had a big drug 
store around the corner and theybsort of took a. liking to me a.rd I used to go and 
they used to let me go behind the counter, there they had to mix, not like here. 
You get everything from the factory, So, he used to let me mix, so he says, When 
you grow up I 8ll take you into the drug store and I'll make a. pharmacist out of 
you. So that was my mother's dream, And she didn 9 t want us to~have a Jewish accent, 
LB · Now did you have any Jewish education then? . . 
OP I went to ~a.botinsky School, 'lhey were Paole Zion, my father was, but he waan•j 
religious, 
LB Ahhhh: He was Paole Zion? Oh, 
OP And his, Jabotinsky's sister vl,'ii a girl's school, 
LB Now tell me what kind of a school it was• 
OP It was a. gymnasia., with full rights, 
LB What do you mean by full rights? ..,/o-vv 
OP Well, in Russia, it was ••• we used,,,do6understand a little bit,., 
LB Well, try me, 
OP Pervaiia Oiesskaia Zhenska.ia Gymnasia. (First Oiessa Women's Gymnasium) 
LB 'lhat•s the first, •• 
OP Oiesskaiau,on our, we used to have the gerd., what do you call it in English? 
·LB A medallion? 
OP A medallion. So we had the initials P-0-ZH- G Jabotinsky Kop, Kop wa.s her 
married KDlll name 0 She was a widow and she had this school. 
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LB iBo In other words, if you graduated from that~ gymasium, then you 
could go to the University. 
OP I could go straight to the university. 
LB It was a private school? 
OP It was a private school. 
LB And, was it mostly Jews that went there? 
OP Only Jews. 
LB Only Jews. 
OP Only Jews. Because nobcdy was interested to go there. 
LB Was it Zionist oreinted.? 
OP Oh yeso 
LB So, tell me about it. 'lhat•s interesting. Because Jabotinsky was a brilliant 
man. Was his wife ••• his sister an interesteing woman? 
OP Oh yes. She was and I remember as a child, he used to come to visit. 1-e lilX~ 
lived in England most of his life Jm and he used to come to visit, to see his 
sister and his mother and the mother lived with her. And he used to lecture to us, 
Tell us all about Palestine and how the dream, the dream is that some da.y we 0ll 
have a Jewish land of our own a..i,d all that. I remember him as a youngfua.n. 
LB You don 8 t have any pictures of him? / 
OP Noo 
LB 'Iha t • s too bad. 
OP Whoever thought ••• and then in 1919, she had one son, in 1919 he left for Palestine 
LB Her son? 
OP Yes, so we all went to the ship to see him off. Practically the whole shcool 
was there to see him off when he went to Palestine. And then the school closed in 
1920. 
LB Well, wait, wait. You're getting ahead. Tell me more a.bout the school. Was it 
all girls, yes Zhenskaya ••• 
OP All girls. 
LB How many students were in the school? 
OP Well, I would say we had eight ciasses, which was elementary plus high school0 ,. 
LB Was it eight years then? 
OP No, it was ten years. Because we had kindergarten two years. It started in kinder-
garten. 
LB So you started in that school ••• 
OP At the age of six. 
LB And you went through for ten years? 
OP No, I didn't because the school closed in 1920. So I was able to have only tuo < 
years high school. And then the school closed. 'Ille Revolution. 1turu- tl'-"'I.AJ 4 /!.J~. 
LB Right. Right. But it should have been a ten year course. When did the school open 
do you Imow? 
OP Actually, it would be more than ten years because.• .:me yes, I started in 1912 
a.nd it closed in 1920 so for eight years I went there. 
LB When did she open that school? 
OP I wouldn°t Imow. 
LB You don't know how old it was by the time ••• 
OP No. No. Because her husband had a school of his own for boys. But she was a widow. 
LB His school also on the Zionist idea? 
OP Oh yes. They were all Zionists. 
LB Did you lea.m Hebrew in this school? 
OP Well, tmforttma.tely I wa.sn•t a. very good student. We had Hebrew definitely. We 
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had Hebrew. And we also had Jewish history taught in Russian. 
LB What was the language of instruction? 
OP Russian. 
LB It was. 
OP yes. And we had a. full curriculum. 
LB What was the curriculuml 
OP Everything, uh,.: .• 
LB Everything could be anything ••• 
OP Well, you know, arithma.tic, Russian• geography, history, algebra., everything ••• 
LB Now you started in, what year did you say you started school? 
OP 1912 at the age of six. We had two years of kindergarten. 
LB You started at the ~e of six, 1912 and you went for eight years. Which brings 
you to 1920. O.K. So you were fourteen. Now during, •• by the time of the la.st,,,by 
the last year, do you remember what you were stuyding the la.st yea:r? · 
OP Algebra, geometry ••• 
LB What about literature? What kind of literature? . 
OP kt Oh yes, Russian li tera. ture, Jewish literature• • • In /C,u,?.,lUAAI · 
LB Jewish literature aha• Russian. 
OP 'Ihat wa.s taught by a different teacher, a young teacher I remember his name was 
Ribelsky. Yes, I don•t remember his first name. But we had a movie in Oiessa which 
was probably maintained by the Paola Zion because we used to have movies there, 
about Palestine and it wasn°t a talkie in those days. 'Ibey showed the land of 
Palestine and what the early settlers were trying to do there and he would lecture 
at the same time, tell you everything tha.t 0s going on, this teacher, this young 
teacher Ribexsky. And he taught in our school Jewish history and Russian. 
LB But how can you teach Jewish literature in Russian? In other words, there was 
no Yiddish, 
OP No, maybe it was not literature exactly. Maybe it was Jewish history. 
LB Ch, that I.can understand. 'Ihat makes more sense. 
OP Jewish history. 
LB Now, did you do any Jewish literature? Because there was a Jewish '11terature 
by this time, Sholom Aleichem, there was Peretz ••• 
OP Yes, I suppose in Hebrew but as I say ••• 
LB No, in Yiddish. 
OP No, 1n Yiddish. We had no Yiddish at all. No, 
LB What was the feeling about Yiddish1 
OP As I say, a lot of the people didn •t want their children to speak Yiddish &mi: 
1n that particular city because they didn't want them to have a Jewish accent, 
LB No, I'm talking about in the school itself. Was there a philosophy, whether it 
should be or,., 
OP No, I don't remember a.ny discussions about that. But all the teachers were Jews. 
LB All the teachers were Jews. 'Ihe teachers, would you know whether the teachers 
themselves knew Hebrew or were they all mostly Russian speaking. 
OP No, I wouldn't say so. All Russian speaking. Even our French teacher, was 
Russian speaking. She was a gorgeous woman. 
LB So, it wa.s Russia.n. Essentially Russian. 
OP Yes. 
LB Is there a.nything about the school tha.t you can remember tha.t was, that would 
_ _l11ghlight it, 1n your head? 
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OP Well, it was, we had all the holidays, I mean holidays like Purim and Chanukah 
we had a big balls, •• 
LB Oh you did? 
OP Yes, And we had no School on Saturday, on Sundaywe had school, Yes, That was 
permitted from the government, All Jewish schools were permitted to be open on 
--Sunday-- because they were closed on Saturday o 
LB Were they, in a sense, were they talking up the id.ea of getting these young 
people eventually to emigrate to Palestine? 
OP Yes. Yes. 
LB 'Then in that case, I'm trying to remember whether Hebrew was, by 1912, Hebrew 
was already being established as a modern spoken language. 
OP Ohyes. Yes, 
LB Now why didn't they teach Hebraw there? 
OP 'They did teach He brew. But I wasn • t a. very good stuien t, 
LB Does that mean that you didn't take it or you didn't learn it? 
~p I didn°t learn it. I did.n°t do my home work, 
LB (laughing) Oh: 
OP Oh you had to take it. 'Ihe only thing you could choose from, choose as between 
German and French, You could either take German or you could take French, 
LB But you had to take Hebrew. 
OP Yes, but you had to take more language, Both if you wanted, But you could take 
one only, if you wanted, 
LB But Hebrew you had to take. 
OP But Hebrew you had to take, 
LB Oh, that's what I was wond.ering,.,you know, taa.ching everything, •• in Russian,,, 
OP Hebrew you had to take. 
LB You just didn't care for it, j., 1<r.u,,.,,_,.r 
OP In general I wasn°t a.~!?,~ student, I wasn•t,,.I admit~a good stu:ient, And when 
I came to this country Itbecame, •• I was fore~er going to some school, 
LB Yes, r Yes, 
OP Stuyding something, 
LB 'Ihat 0s very interesting, Well, what were you interested. in1 
OP I wasn•t ••• I don°t know, •• I just had a lot of friends and,,,was just an average 
girl, I just didn 8 t like to study, And I rememberwhen I was a little girl on the 
way to school there was a,,.one block that was all milinary stores. And I used to 
stop and look in all the windows. I was interested in fashion, let's put it that 
way, And my mother used to say to me, If you•re not going to do your homework some-
day you 0 re going to be a miliner, You will make hats] And then, what it turned out, 
that I came to this country and became a mil~er. 
LB (laughing) You see! M:l.ma. knows best. 
OP Yes. 
LB 'Iha t • s funny. - --~--
OP. And then I started evening school, I went to City college to study,,.a.nd all tha.t. 
LB Well, that's already ••• we•re still back in Russia. So the school was in Oiessa, 
You were a day stud.entl 
OP A day student, yes. 
LB Did they have boarding students too?_ 
OP No, No boarding students, I 
LB ~o, in other words it was really only then for people who eitheril.ived permanently 
in Qlessa... · 7 
OP No,. there were people from the small towns like, Pololy- or even further ... tha.t 
fodol 
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either lived in 0::1.essa, boi!trd.ed with somebody, they were wealthy enough ••• 
LB They would bring the children in... · 
OP 'Ihey would ••• like, let's say, should I, mention the name, Paula Shochet, she 
(another respondent; went to school in Oiessa, not a Jewish school, a regular 
school, also a private school,.but her family board.ed her with somebody and~ 
if they were not wealthy enough to have them live in Qiessa, they would have a 
teacher at home and ••• e:tterna ••• they use<ill. to call it externa. ••• and stuiy and then 
come in and pass their exams and get the diploma., 
LB From the Jabotinsky school? 
OP Yes, yes. Or even from other schools. 
LB I know, but mostly I'm interested in the Jabotinsky school right now. What I 
want to know is, was the school well known 0 
OP Oh yes! It was well known all over Russia, Oh yes. 
LB o.K. And so, did students come to Oiessa to go particularly to this school? 
OP Oh yes. Sure. 
LB They did. Fro~ what kind of children came, do you remember? Were they rich, 
were they poor? 
OP Well 0 if they came and lived in Qiessa they had to be rich because they had to 
live with womebody and they had to pay. 
LB Well, then what percentage of the students were.,, 
OP Not a very big percentage, 
LB But there were some. 
OP There were some, 
LB From outside of 0::1.essa, 
Yes. 
l-bst of the students then, lived in &lessa, 






LB And what were most of those stooents, 
they middle class, were they ••• 
could you say? What income, or what, were 
OP The ones that lived in Qiessa? 
LB Yes. 
OP Yes, I would say middle class. There were some very wealthy, But I certainly 
wouldn't consider that we were rich, We weren't rich. 
LB Suppose a. poor Jew wanted to go to Ja.botinsky school,,. 
OP 'Ibey had scholarships. 
LB They did. 
OP Not so much sbholarships, I wouldn't even call them scholarships. Subsidies. 
LB Who provided these? 
OP Rich people, Rich Jews. 
LB Did they have the "ea ting days 11 , you know, like they used to have for the Yeshiva 
_E.~he_r.. 'Ihey would have what they call an "ea.ting day", so l-bnday you would eat 
with this family, Tuesday with this, Wednesday with that, •• 
OP No, no, no, They had. But the Jews always took care of themselves. It was organiza.-
tions, •• I remember, a girl that was sitting next to me said that she eats at a. 
certain kitchen where ••• 
LB A "menzer". In Austria they called them a. "menzer". 
OP She used to go to eat there. But that was in a. different neighborhog<? altogether, 
She used to go to eat there her lunch and then go home or dinner already because 
we were through with school about three o'clock. She used to go there and have a. 
full meal and then go home. 
LB So, in other words, she couldn°t get a. :full mea.l at home? 
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OP 'That's right. 
LB 'lhat•s what it sounds like. 
OP And she had, she was on a subsidy. 
LB And she was at the Jabotinsky school? 
OP Yes, and she didn°t pay. 
LB She aid not pay?. 
363 p,8 
OP She did not pay. 'lhere were very wealthy Jews in Oiessa, mostly they were in 
dry goods business. 'Ihey had dry goods stores. There was one girl in my class, 
Shu.,,~ C ~) they had one of the biggest dry goods stores in Onessa.. They were 
very Orthodox. Her father contributed a lot of money to the school. 
LB Is that right? So even though he was Orthodox, he was a Zionist? 
OP Yes, he was a Zionist and he was Orthodox and lived very rich, Had very very big 
dry gocx:ls store. Fashionable dry goods store. 
LB j Tell me something, I>lrs. Prince, would you have any id.ea., and I know it was a very 
confusing time, because you started just two yea.rs before ••• you started school 
k just two years before war broke out, uh, do you have any id.ea wha.t percentage 
of the students from this school actually emigrated to Palestine? 
OP (Pause) 
LB While you were there, did you hear of anybody going? 
OP No. No. No. . 
LB You didn't? Or young people who had gone? 
OP No. Maybe it 0s just that I was too young. Maybe of the older girls ••• 
LB Oh, I see, you were only six. Yes. 
OP Of the older girls who were already in the eiglb-th Id upper grade, tha.t would be 
equivalent to high school, maybe there they had discussions and talking a.bout 
going to Palestine but in our grade ••• 
LB But you were lor eight yea.rs and during that time you never ... you don't remember. 
~~0 . 1,nere _ _ 
OP No. I only remember when Mrs. Kop's son went to Palesting, 
LB 'Iha t Os the only ••• 
OP Jes. But th-tere was always discussion, as I say, Ja.botinsky used to come and 
talk to us and there all discussions, •• 
LB Did you understand wha.t he was talking about? 
OP Oh sure! Sure~ 
/LB Did you go home and talk to your pa.rents about what you learned at school? 
OP Yes. Yes. 
LB You did. And what was the feeling at home? 
OP My mother was very, education to her was the uppermost in her life. I remember 
winter, where you couldn°t walk out in the street practically,, 
LB i1mx Why not? 
OP Because the sna.ow was so deep. 
LB In Qiessa it was like that? 
OP Yes. Springtim,~ was early in Oiessa because in fuy we already wore white blouses 
and blue skirts ins toad of the regular uniforms, but like January, the snow was veryJ 
we had a lot of snow, and this aunt of mine, although she was no blood relation, but 
xx she was closer to us than a blood relation, she would say, Oh, maybe she shouldn°t 
go to school today. fuma said, No. ID:iucation is very important. This won°t hurt her. 
She used to dress me while I was still sleeping. When I was all dressed she would 
get me up and give me my breakfast and dress me with my mittens and everything and 
send me off and I walked, I never took the street oar. I always walked. 
LB How far was it from your home? 
OP About six long blocks. About six, seven long blocks, 
LB How a.bout your sisters. Were they sent to the same school? 
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OP Well, my, no. First of all, my middle sister the one that died in 1920, she 
~ was enrolled in a different Jewish school. 
LB What was that one? 
OP Gester. 
LB Gester? Was that the name of the person? 
OP Yes, the name of, it was the second name of the person that ran the school. 
LB What kind of a school was that? 
OP It was also a Jewish school bll8i it wasn't as well known, it was well known, but 
it didn't have the same name as Jabotinsky. I don't know why she was enroihled there 
but that's where she was enrolled. And when the war broke out, m:, father was 
drafted, he was a very young man and somehow she never started. 
LB 'Ihat 0s your second sister, 
OP Yes. My second sister. 'Ihe other one, was too young and she never went to school 
in Russia, She never went to school until she came to this country, at the age of 
twelve. 
LB So, you were really th~ only one that was educated at all in Russial 
OP Yes, that's right, · 
LB You had your eight years there, 
OP My mother died in 1917 and it was too much. My father died in 1918 and then 
there was the Revolution and you didn't think of things like that, 'They had a tutor 
at home• 'They learned how to read Russian and ho~r to write. 'Iha t Os all. And the 
other one died in 1920 and this one came here and started school here, 
LB o.K, Is there anything else about the school that you remember? You don't happen 
to have any, oh, what can I say,you don°t have any, like course book or catalog 
XNYTHING LEFt from there• 
OP No, No, I might have a picture, but I personally don't ha.ve it, My sister 
probably has it. 
LB Now, you say your father was a salesman ••• 
OP And then he was a manager. 1 
LB And you were comfortable? 
OP We were just middle class. 
LB Middle class. How large was your apartment? 
OP We had four rooms, I mean four rooms by standards of the United stttes. '!here 
you would call them three rooms because the kitchen was never ca.lled a room. 
LB So, the girls slept in one room? 
OP 'The girls, with my aunt, we slept all in one room. 
LB Ch, all of you slept in one room, 
OP Yes, Yes, -And my mother and father, And then we had a dining room and a kitchen, 
LB How was the aputment building constructed? You said around a courtyard ••• wa.s it 
made of brick? f ,(rt-1,ll/f 
OP Well, you couldn °t see the brick from the outside. ;i,t'llle inside was brick but the 
outside was stucco, ~ 
LB Is that right? It was covered with stucco? 
OP Yes, 
LB And how many stories high? 
OP 'Three. 
LB 'Ihree. .. / ;J ,, ? 
OP 'Ihree flights up, fei. · ~ fitU-f/~-v~ ' 
LB Was this in a Jewish neighborhood? t) 1d itu- v-e. /A-U a, {F I' 
OP No. 
LB Was there such a thing as Jewish neighporhoods in Oiessa? 
OP I wouldn°t say so really • .Because there wa.s a neighborhood, like sa:y ••• 
(End of Tape -Side 1) 
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LB Oh, let me ask you this before we go back to the Jewish neighborhood. Would you 
say that the Jabotinsky school, your going there, did it have an.y lasting imprint 
on you? 
OP Definitely, 
LB In what respect? 
OP I remained a Zionist for the rest of my life, 
LB You did? . 
OP Yes. I was, I was soaked in it, as you say, in Zionism, 
LB And this was acceptable to your parents? 
OP Oh yes, 
LB Yes, O,K. And, but did you ever consider going to Israel? 
OP To Palestine? ·-=~~~- --
LB To Palestine, yes, 
OP No, Because I had no one there. 
LB You had no one there, 
OP I had no one there an.d I, by nature I'm not a pioneer, I was brought up in an. 
a.IILmosphere of, we weren°t rich, we were al'w~y~ middle class, but we always had every-
thing. And I was spoiled as a child, I was the first child and I was reared in not 
complete luxury, but having everything, And I wasn't a pioneer by nature, I always 
dreamt of better things in life, 
LB You mean material things, you mean, 
OP Yes, So, I don't think I could have gone and be a pioneer there, 
LB I see, Well, that's a very honest answer, Now, tell me, we 011 get back to the 
neighborhoods in Qiessa, I asked you if there was such a thing as Jewish neighbor-
hoods, 
OP No, I wouldn't say so, Because where my grand.parents lived, for instance, it was 
the like, let's say, Delancey Street (N,Y,C,) or something like that, 
LB Like the lower Ea.st Side, · 
OP Like the lower Ea.st Side but it was a mixture. 'lhere were a lot of Gentiles 
living there too, So I wouldn't say there was any particular neighborhood where 
there were only Jews, Like they have her
1
e in New York, they have Borough Park, 
where you go there, so you 0re going to ~~ir Sha 9arim in Jerusalem, We had nothing 
like that, 
LB But you see in the early twentieth century there were sections in New York City 
that were Irish or Italian or ••• 
OP But that 0s because in the United States people came there from all over the 
world, But not in Russia, 
LB No, But tpen you 1d have Jews and Russians, 
OP Jews and Russians, But they all lived in the same neighborhood, 
LB In general, let 0s take your parents generation,Vthey walked cown the street in 
if 
Oiessa, would be there be any way for a non-Jewish Russian to identify them as Jews? 
OP No, Not my mother and father. You could see by the picture. 
LB 'Ihat 0s why I asked you. Because I couldn °t tell, 
OP No, Noo 
LB 'Ihe ~icture was what put that question in my head, So they dressed, they spoke 
and they acted.,. 
OP Very fashion minded, My mother was very fashion minded and so was my father, 
LB Oh, your father too. 
OP Yes. Yes. As a matter of fact, after my mother died, and it was during the Revolu-
tion of course, we couldn 8t, there were no stores where you could go out an.d buy 
cloth•• a.nd ha. ve things made. 'lbere were trunks and trunks of her things and I 
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used to open up the trunks and 111EOC remodel, at that age, remodel something for 
myself, for my sister and she wore very expensive, good things. And there was a. 
lot of jewelry left. So that was what we existed on. We really didn't have a 
very very bad time of it, during the Revolution, because there was a lot of jewelry 
left from my parents• · · 
LB We 011 get to that. Now, how about your grand.parents, were they, now this was 
your father's parents, were they Orthodox? 
OP No, 
LB '!hey weren°t either? 
OP No, I suppose my grandmother kept a kosher home but that's as far as it went, 
LB Did your father go to shul at all? 
OP No, I don't remember my father ever going to shul, 
LB Did your mother go to shul. _ ul,.<-~_!~Ltf ~ 
OP My mother did, She didn °t go like for a whole day to sit tv.J.!. ;;,,i; f~ rJ-totshul, . 
but she 0d go, 
LB Did she bench licht (bless the Sabbath candles) on Friday? 
OP Yes. Yes. 
LB She did. And the home was kosher, What about in your grandparents, your father's 
homeo Your father's parent~s home. . 
OP I don°t remember, well I didn•t live with them so I can•t,,,but I don 9 t think he 
ever went to shul either. Maybe he did, I don't know, I really don't know, But 
I don't think so. 
LB Did your grandmother wear a. sheitel? 
OP No, 
LB Your grandmother did not? 
OP No, No. My mother's did. But I never knew my mother's parents. 'Ihey did. He was 
very Orthodox. 
LB Oh, she told you this. 
OP Yes 0 I saw pictures of him. As a m\ter of fact, my sister has all our pictures. 
I have an album that my father gave to my mother before they were married, And 
when she was here last week I said, Do you still have.,.'Ihe album was falling apart 
' because itwas over seventy years old, But all the pictures, the reason things are 
with my si~ter is because, this is maybe a little premature, I wouldn 9t talk about 
it now. 
LB I 9ll make a note - album, O,K,? Now, so really there was no history of Orthodoxy 
as far ba.ck as you can remember except Of.I- 3our mother's fa.mily 0s side and that was 
so far away you were never in contact/''a.t"all, And in the Ja.botinsky enfironment 
was there anything a.bout religion a.tall? 
OP Yes, we didn°t go to school on Saturday. 
LB But was there any religious instructionl 
OP No, No religious instruction, 'Ibe only thing was in the morning, the morning 
before we started school, first we sang "Bozhe 1 Sc<,1-~f, l·w,u'\ i 
LB I don't know that, Oh, something about God... 71~ 
OP B,(J/i.J..., f;oNWv>1j.-:O f::W(,,,-r,,vi- First you have to sing that, if you didn't want 
to be killed. Then you sang "Ha tikva. II. 
LB Ba,_tJkva,, Oh, you did? 
OP Oh sure. Before school started every morning, 
LB But no blessing, What was the name of that, God save the King? 
OP Bozhe 1~/cv 
Khrani, (/ 
LB Khrani? 
OP Khrani, Save. Look over him, 
LB Tsar. Oh, Tsar comes in the middle. O,K, Oh, it 0s a command, It's the imperative 
form, 'Ihat 0s very interesting. So, that• was part of the, •• 
OP My mother was so, uh, smart, and uh, she wasn 9 t ignorant. She wasn't old fashioned, 
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'lhat in 1916 I remember, this aunt of ours took us to visit her daughter who 
lived at that time, during the war, in a suburb, where her husband was stationed.. 
He was x in the army. And she had a cottage near him. And she knew that they 
would serve us food, so she called me on the side and she said, If they'll give 
you pork to eat, eat it, because you don°t have enough fat in your system now. 
During the war, it was hard ctlt get oil and things like that. Eat it. You need it. 
LB Now your mother told you that? 
OP Yes. I'll never forget that. 
LB 'lhe children came before any rules. 
OP Yes• tf,,;d4 luf <-h, 
LB You loved your mother. 
OP Oh. She was, she was really something. (long pause) 
LB So, how did your mother spend her timei Was she taking ca.re of the house and 
the younger children? 
OP Actually, my mother was a sick woman. She got sick when I was probably about 
"' six years old. She had a stoke. 
LB She did! She must have been a young ••• 
- OP- She was about 32 or JJ years old when she had the stroke. 
LB Is that right? OP And this aunt of ours, she lived with us, she's the one that kept house. r,ty 
mother used to cook, look after the children but one arm she didn't use at all. 
One arm hung like that. On the right side of her. And I used to take her to doctors 
for therapy, electric therapy. And then she got a kidney con-
dition and this is what eventually killed her. She was only about thirty eight years 
old when she died. 
LB She died of a kidney condition? 
OP Kidney and ·/ t~ :{J.-,,1.,d:, 1 and the heart was affected. So she died at 
age of thirty eight in 1917 and my father came back from the, he was never sent 
overseas, he was about maybe thirty five when he was drafted, something like that. 
With three children. So he was never sent overseas. But he wasn't home much. And 
then he came home for my mother's funeral and then he was discharged., when the Revo-
lution started., and he died in 1918 of a heart attack. 
LB Heart attack? 
OP Yes. He was about forty one years old. 
LB (long pause) If it isn't one thing, it's another. It must have been terrible 
for the children. a_/_.1-0 
OP It was, But we had, as I say, this aunt with her daughter and ·ID.Os.t=of my father's 
sister and brother and my grandfather was still a.live •• z.ty mother's niece and 
nephew. 'Ibey a.11 sort of looked after us. 
LB 'Ibey did. 
OP Yes. 
LB So there was family feeling. 
OP Oh ye~. Very close family feeling, i:tbl 
LB It's:tthe same but it's better than nothing. And this aunt must have been very 
important to you. 
OP Oh yes. She was so important that when we came to this country we never stopped 
sending her, till she died, my sister and I used oto send packages. Money and 
packages that she could sell there,.and live on. She died inl9J8. 
LB I see. So when the war broke out, you were still in school. The school didn't 
close. It kept going. And from what I've been hearing from different people, 
Qlessa does not seem to have suffered too much during the war. 
OP No. No. No. 
LB Somebody else told me that, It's not just your husband. 
OP Qiessa. didn •t .suffer during the war because we were too far __ awa.y from where the 
war was. Now. during the Revolution, •• 
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LB Yes, I know. lets talk about during the war years. I •m not talking only a.bout 
the fighting but I'm talking about food shortages.,, 
OP There was food.shortages like I said, oil, maybe sometimes sugar ••• 
LB But thte~was 1no starvation, 
OP No, No, Not until after the Revolution, 
LB After the Revolution. 
OP Yes. It started, When the Revolution started, that's when the trouble really 
started. 
LB So until 1914, let's take it till Kerensky, everything was all right, What was 
the feeling·in Oiessaj Let's first take the Jewish community as far as you knew 
it, Uh, no, let me ask you something else first. Uh, I must be tired today, You 
did.n •t go to shul, right? 
OP No, I did, I said Kaddish for my mother and father. Although my father never went 
to shul, But he knew the Kaddish, I suppose he said Kaddish for his mother because 
she died in 1913, so he wrote out the Kaddish for me in Russian,,, 
LB He did,•. 
OP The Kaddish. And I said Kaddish for my mother, And then when he died, I said 
Kaddish for him, 
LB At home or in the,,, 
OP No, I used to go in the morrd.~J before going to school, they used to wait for me 
already. If I was five minutes ~ey 'd wait for me. 
LB In the shul? 
OP-- Yes, They knew that I'd be in right away, 
LB Now where was this shul? 
OP The shul was about two blocks away from where I liued, 
LB So there were Jews in Oiessa that went to shul? 
OP Oh sure! Oh sure!' And I 0d say Kaddish and in the evening, if I was forgetful, or 
forgot that the time was close, so one of the boys would put me in front of the h .' ~ 
bicycle and bring me over to the shul to say Kaddish, 
LB Did you say Kaddish twice a day? 
OP Yes, in the morning and in the evening. 
LB Oh, you did say,,, 
OP Yes, Yes, Yes, 
LB For a non-Orthodox girl that's quite a lot, 
OP But Kaddish was something, even though you weren't Orthodox, but Kaddish is 
Kaddish, 
LB You 0re right, It is, 
OP ~g11 Although-ti my father wasn°t Orthodox, •• 
LB You felt he would have wanted you to say,,, 
OP Yes. And he's the one who wrote out for me the words in Russian to say Kaddish for 
my mother, 
LB Did he say Ka.ddlsh for your mother? 
OP No, I said Kaddish, 
LB Why didn't he say it? 
OP I don't know, I don't know, 
LB Isn ° t that interesting. Did you ever think of this? 
OP Never thought of it. I suppose it was understood that it's got to be a. child~ 
In those days, maybe it was understood: that it's got to be only a child that's got 
to say Kaddish,. Not the husband, I know the husband says it too. Not only the hus-
Here, 
band, the brother, or anybody 
LB Any
1
/rela.tive. 'lha.t•s very interesting. Who says Kaddish? 
~ 
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Who should say Kaddish? Right? (Long pause.) HMMm. O.K. So your father wrote 
it out for you to say, And he said it for his mother, 
OP Yes. He said it, I suppose so, because he knew it by heart. 
LB Oh, you never, •• you didn°t know that he sa:l.d. it for his mother? 
OP I didn •t know, But I assumed that ••• 
LB Yes, But you don't know, 
OP No. I don't know. I suppose that he got some Jewish education, otherwise how would 
he know it? Although my grandfather was, had, I think I have a picture of him here. 
(Looks for pictures) Here, There 0s my grandfather and grandmother. 
LB'lhese are your father's parents, 
OP Yes. '!hat's my father's youngest sister. She died four, five years ago a.t the 
age of seventy five. Died there in O:iessa. 
LB She was still there? 
OP During the war she lost thtee girls all in one shot. During the second world war. 
'lhey were being evacuated to Siberia and a Rumanian bomber bombed the train and 
all the three girls were killed, And this is I. 
LB Gottlieb, Gottlieb is the name of the photographer, 
OP Yes. 
LB Oh, isn °t that cute, :.bmk But your grandfather 0s bea.:ro. looks a.s if it wa.s never cut. 
Or maybe it was, What do you think? 
OP I don°t know, I really don°t know, 
LB 'Iha t beam doesn't, •• 
OP 'lhat 0s right, It looks straggly like it was never cut, 
LB Yes~ 
OP You see my grandmother never wore a. sheitel. 
LB 'Ihat•s her hair. 
OP Yes, 
LB 'lhtt beam looks untouched. 
OP And this is I with the maid. 
LB Now was the maid Jewish? 
OP No, Polish, 
LB Polish, 
OP Yes, 
LB Now let 0s see, where am I now? Oh, we were talking about Oiessa during the war. 
OP Oh, here is I with this aunt I 0 m going to ••• 
LB Ahhh~ A sweet face. Yes. And you were a cute baby, (Pause) 
OP You can read a little Russian7 
LB Yes. I can read it. (Pause) Actually, is this the old alphabet? Let me shut off ••• 
(Tape off for a minute) 
Now, wait a minute, what was I going to a.sk you? Oh, shoot, I don°t think my brain 
is working today, Something about Jewish neighborhood,,,No, no, no. Wait a minute, 
You said Kaddish for your mother. (Pa.use) Before the Revolution and among the 
Qiessa. Jews you knew, what was the feeling about the Czar? Let 0s say in your family? 
OP Yes. Well everybody, there was no, nobody discussed the Czar. In general, there 
was a feeling that there was anti-Semitism, Because I remember in 19]J', and I 
suppose you remember the case of,,,of,,.what was his name? . 
LB Bellis• f)/4~·-t•fM..,_f'J> 
OP Beilis. Yes. I remember the, the Janitor 0s wife walking around11 the yard, when they 
had to bring out the ve:ro.ict whether he was guilty or not guilty, and saying, You 
just wait and see, If he's found guilty all the Jews are going to be killed, 
LB She was not a Jew then? 
OP Naturally. A janitor's wife. So, everybody,•• 
LB She said that to you? 
OP To all the kids that were playing in the ya.rd, 
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LB Sweet lady! 
OP Yes. So we all knew that there was anti-Semitism0 and all that. But who ever thought 
of Revolution? The feeling was that he was a stu&:pid. rna.n. 
(Cross conversation) 
LB I'm just talking about the feeling in Oiessa. 
--OP - That he wasn't running the country. Somebody else was running the country. 
LB Is that right? 
OP '!bat's right. 
LB They were right. 
OP That•s right. Rasputin ••• 
LB And M'.ldame. 
OP 'Ihat 0s right. He was a stupid man. He was, I remember in 1916 when he and his family 
ca.me to Oiessa., and all the schools and whatever soldiers there were, they had to 
go out. We had like af, p~~-¥t like a. big field and our, we, the schools were 
on one side and the soldiers were on the other side. I remember waving to my father. 
He was standing on one side and we were on this side. And the karieta, the limousine, 
pulled by horses in those days went by us and they were a very handsome looking 
family. 
LB They were beautif'"r.v:t 
OP Yes. But we all had~sort of disgusted. We knew that he was nothing. He was a little 
man, good looking with a. little beard but i-t didn't amount to a thing. 
LB You see, in the "klein shtetlach" they really hated him and I just wondered if that 
same feeling ••• 
OP Well, they did, we did, we despised him. Lets put it that way. Despised him more than 
hating. 
LB Did you feel much anti-Semitism in Oiessa yourself? 
OP Not a.s much as in the small towns. 
LB You felt, ~ uti, I don°t want to tell you what you felt ••• o.K. in other words I 
don °t want to put words in your mouth. 
OP Nop no, no. We didn't feel it. We didn't feel it. 
LB You knew it was ••• 
OP We lmew there was anti-Semitism but we didn't feel it so much. 
LB Your father didn • t feel it at work or anyplace? 
OP Noa No. 
LB What about in the army? Did he ever report anything •• • 
OP Never discussed it. 
LB He didn't. 
OP No, No, Never talked a.bout it. 
LB But you were conscious of the Beilis trial? 
OP Oh, sure. 
LB Was it discussed at home? 
/ 
OP It was diacussed at home and always, there was the papa.ers._ WELQ__OUldn •t wa.it to get 
the paper and see what's going on. 
LB So it was really a big thing. 
OP A big thing. Oh yes. 
LB For just the Jews? 6r for everybodyZ 
OP Well, I suppose for the Gentiles too because they were looking forward to killing 
the Jews if Beilis was found guilty. The ignorant Gentile, •• 
LB I understand. Did you lmow a.ny non-Jews? 
OP Yes, as a matter of fa~} a lot of my friends ••• 
LB I was going to ask you,~ You did.n 't go to shul. 'lhe place to make friends would be 
at the Jabotinsky school.and that would be all Jewish children. 
OP No, but I had very few frilmds from school. 
LB So where did you make your friail..s? 
OP In the, in ••• 
LB In the neighborhood? 
'i I 
--
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OP In the neighborhood, We lived, in that building where we lived, 
LB So you had friends that were non-Jews, 
OP As a matter of fact, two boys were Gentiles and one girl was Gentile but it so 
happened that I found out afterward that she came from a Revolutionary family. 
Her uncle was in Siberia. 
x~ 
LB You mean a Bolshevik? NoQ not necessarily a Bolshevik, 
OP No, he was a Bolshevik, So, she came from a Polish background but they were Communist. 
But we didn •t know in those days. We dich't even know what Communist means because 
the, the first thing I remember about the Revolution, I remember Kerensky, on my 
way to shul, in the evening to say Kaddish, there was a theater, the Jewish theater. 
It was called, where Jewish plays were put on and all that. And he was coming in 
there to speak. 
LB Kerensky? 
OP Yes. The people were carrying on their shoulders, carrying him in from the limousine 
in to the theater and I wanted to see what h~ l~oked. like. I was that size (small) 
so I pulled him by his coat. /le ,,:;>l..,1J-u,,U ,,(,,/Hv/1..., 1:,l(.tVA1.,.. 
LB Oh, you did? (le.ughs) 
OP Yes, I wanted to see what he looked like, 
LB You pulled his coat-tails. 
OP And then years later, about 1945 during the war, wevwere alll working for Russian 
war relief in the Park Central Hotel on Seventh A e. we were to a banquet, he was 
sitting at the table next to us, u an old, old, old man. 
LB Yes. Yes. Sb, at time you were only about eleven years old anyway. 
OP When the Revolution broke out I wasn't quite eleven because it broke out in Ma.rch 
and I was, turned eleven in June. 
LB Right. And your mother had just died. 
OP Died about a month after the Revolution. 
LB A ndintha, after the Revolution. , 
OP And she was so happy, She said, my children will have a much easie~1ifeo (Pause) 
LB I see. So, actually the only way you have of evaluating or the only way you had then 
of evaluating the Revolution would be what you heard from adults. Or what you saw 
happenmng in Cdessa. 
OP That's right. I remember that I heard of the pogrom in 1905, before I was botm •• Yes, 
but you always kept hearing that. 
LB You did hear that? 
OP Sure. Because my father was botn in Balta but he was brought up in Kishinev. 
:BB Oh, he was? 
OP Yes. And he came to Cdessa about 1903 or something but his family was still in 
Kishinev. They came after the pogrom. And I remember my mother telling me that 
my ••• not telling me, but talking a.bout it, that my mother was pregnant with me 
during the pogrom. 'The pogrom was 1905. The end of 1905and I was born in June 











stomachs open and take the children and throw them in the air a.nd kill them or 
something. 
So, who hid your mother? . 
~~father. And he had a younger brol:Jer. 
Oh, your father was in Kishinev during the pogrom? 
No, no. He wasn 9 t there anymore. His family was there. His father, his ••• 
So how was it that your mother was hidden then? I don°t understand. 
In Oiessa. We had a pogrom in Oiessa too in 1905. 
Oh, you did. 0 
Sure. Of course. About, I imagine it must have been about October or November some-
thing like that, December. Sure there was a pogrom in Qiessa.. 
I __ see. ~~ iou hear talk of that? 
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OP Oh yes. Always. 
LB Can you tell something about that? I guess that didn't penetrate into my head. 
OP I remember them telling me that mybfather's younger brother, who was also in Qiessa., 
he was a kid that time, maybe thirteen, fourteen, fifteen years old, something 
like that, and he was one of the tough guys. So he used to go out, and you know 
he didn't look very Jewish, so he used to go out with his friends and grab a 
copple of those pogromchiki and pull them into an alley and kill them. 
LB Is that right? So there were kids in Oiessa that were fighting lack? 
OP Oh yes. Yes. Tough kids. 
LB Were they organized? 
OP They weren't organized. Who was thinking of organizing in those days. I mean kids 
of that age. ~e, ~t~~~t, belong to any party or anything like that. But just among 
themselves. Bti't'/they 1had. to pay them back. 
113 How bad was the pogrom in Oiessa, do you know? · 
I OP It wasn't as bad as Kishinev. '!hat I know.~ Of course, Iwasn•t born so 
I don't, I can't ■ o. I 
113 No, from what you hea.ro. 
OP Blit from what I heard it wasn•-t as bad as Kishinev. Kishinev was the first one, so 
it left a lasting impression, on everybody. 
LB I see, that's why I got confused. I, •• 
OP 'lhe first one in a big city. Tne little cities didn't have pogroms until during the 
Revolution. 
LB That's right. O,K. So Kerensky came to Oiessa and he spoke and then there was a period 
between Kerensky and 1the Bolsheviks, right? Do you remember that at all? OP Well, I remember it wasfrom Ml.rah to October. 'That's all. And then there was fighting. 
The Bolsheviks were fighting the Social Democrats, was Kerensky, and the White 
armies. So then when I was already about thirteen years old,·because I must have 
been thirteen because my"bfather was dead already, when you left school in the 
morning, you never knew when you come home what, what, who's going to govern the 
city. And that morning I left school and about a block away from school, :f.i:tiq 
fighting started, between the Whites and the Bolsheviks. So, we couldn't get to 
school already, because the street was blocked already. So~ cross the street was 
a bank. So everybody ran into the bank. 
LB 'Ihe children you mean? 
OP 'Ihe children. Whoever was walking in the street ran into the bank and we were there 
for about two hours. Then they, we, they said, You can go out. It's quiet here. 
So you couldn't go straight with the same street. Because if you walked with the 
same street, he•~ould be fighting, so you had to take this street, Then when you 
came to this corner, there would be fighting, so you had to take the next street, 
And by the time I got to the house, I must have gone. through extra. twenty five 
blocks. Just changing streets where there was no fig-ting. 'Ibey were on horses. 
LB So the fighting was a.ctually in the city of Qiessa.. 
OP All over the city of O:lessa. 
LB 'lba.t's funny. I interviewed a lady yesterday ••• 
(Tape ends) 
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LB She told me, that while she was there she remembers Oiessa was shelled once from the 
Black Sea during the war but she didn't remember any fighting. 
OP Fighting? 'Ihere w~s•t too ltQiXJa mush but that particular day I'll never forget. By 
the time I got to our street, I was so exhausted that I hit my fo~head against an 
electric :pole. It wasn •t electric in those days, gas, I suppose. And when I got 
into the house, they put me to bed, I found out that a cousin of mine, who lived 
1n the same building with us, went to look for me. 
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LB Ach: 
OP As a matter of fact, he died only three yea.rs ago here in Boston. So, it was a 
memorable dayo 
LB Now the fighting was between the Bolshvikis and the Whites.,, 
OP The Bolshevikis and the Whites at one time and •• , 
LB 'Ihe Bolsheviks and who? The Social Democrats? 
OP The Social Democrats. But by that time, but the Social Democrats they didn't ••• 
LB They didn°t fight very long. 
OP They didn°t fight very well. They didn't last long, So and then in 1918 before rrry 
father died, he died in September and this was in the summer because I remember 
the windows were open and we were eating dinner on Saturday afternoon in the 
dining room and we had bottles of, they used to put up, blueberries to make, uh, 
liquelf-. Vishniak. Vishniak. So, somebody, we had, what do you call it, uh, powder, 
gun powder factories at the end of the city. Somebody set them on fire. AnCl; the 
whole, all the windows in the whole city, every t0flcy time a shell exploded all 
the windows were flying, People were walking in the middle of the street. In the 
gutter. Tney couldn •t walk am the sidewalk. And as we were sitting and. eating, 
the bottles with the vishniak hit rrry father in the ba.ck. And the windows were all 
shattered to pieces. It was 1918. It was summer. 
LB He uas still living. 
OP He was still living. And then he died in September. 
LB But this shelling, was that also, like Civil War? 
OP Oh sure. Somebody set it on fire. It was all civil war. 
LB Now how were conditions during this civil war period? Did they worsen, were they 
worse than during the war itself? 
OP Oh yes. 
LB They were. 
OP Oh sure. Because during the :Rrar itself we didn't have My fighting in the city. 
LB How about your food supply and so on? 
OP During the Revolution? Terrible. Although we ourselves, actually, never starved. 
As I said, we had Jewelry. We were always able to sell a piece of jewelry and buy. 
LB Your mother did have sufficient jewelry? 
OP Oh, a lot of jewelry. 
LB And there people who would sell it, who buy it for food.? 
OP Oh yes. Oh sure. We would sell the jewelry, of course. 
LB But I mean, there were some places you couldn't even buy food for jewelry. 
OP Yes, but you paid a big price. And the food, of course, was, they ma.de bread out 
of, uh, what do you call it, peas, green peas flour. I remember one Passover the 
rabbis allowed, there was no white flour to bake -rnatzoh, so the rabDis allowed 
them to eat the bread made out of green peas. And one Passover they allowed them 
to eat, there was nothing: And rrry uncle, rrry father's younger brother was that time 
in the food business. Wholesale. So he sent us a bushel of apples. So that's what 
we ate the whole Passover is apples. 
LB So, in spite of all the assimilation and. everything, still you celebrated. Passover. 
OP Yes. Becasjie, because of Mirna, Mirna we used to call her. 
LB Mirna? 
OP Mirna we used to call her. 
LB Your aunt? 
OP Yes. Although if rrry mother was a.live we still would. 
LB You would have, 
OP Yes. And maybe my father too, 
· LB ~ g_a. ther too• You don't know. 
Ma.ybe your 
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OP We just didn't believe in organized religion. Let's put it that way. 
LB Yes. Yes. Yes, 
OP So, but 1919 was the worst year for food supply. 1919 people were really starving. 
LB In Oiessa, 
OP We saw people, and there was no way of burying them, so families used to Dk .take 
their own dead on pushcarts and take them over to the~ cemeta.ry and 
dig a grave and throw them into -t-\\e gta.lJ,e,. 
LB '!hey died of starvation or sickness ••• 
OP Sickness. There was cholera. There was typhoid fever. 
LB So there was an epidemic then? In 1919. . 5._vi"e, OP And then the, what do you call it, the, what they call now the flu ••• 
LB Influenza. i\ 
OP Influenza. Terrible influenza. And I remember I had a cousin, who lived aboµt a 
block away from us. Tney had a little shoe store and I was sitting near the, inside, 
but near the window, near the door and the door was a glass door• And I saw a dog 
dragging a woman's head. Probably died in one of the apartments and dragging and 
he was, you Imow.~J So a couple of boys went over and grabbed the lm.d because they 
eatlng ••• 
saw gold teeth and they were pulling out the gold teeth from her mouth, 
LB How old were you then? 
OP (Sighs) Probably a.bout thirteen or fourteen years old. £u Things like that you 
saw. 
ilfmx;: 
LB Now, had your sisterl, your sister you say died, oh she was •• • 
OP In 1920. 
LB Did you stay in Oiessa? You were still.going to school all this time? 
OP Yes, she was still, no, we didn't xx have it so terribly bad becaase I remember the 
doctor coming every day ••• 
LB But you were still going to school? 
OP Yes, until 1920 I was still going to school. 
LB Now, who supported you after your father died? 
OP As I said, the family. 'Ihe family, the eewelry,,. 
LB Oh, they paid the rent,., 
OP The family, the jewelry was being sold. At that time I don't think you pa.id rent 
any more • Because the •• , 
LB When did tho Sovi~ts take over Oiessa? Do you remember? 
OP In October, In October 1917, 
LB You mean they.took it right away? 
OP They took it right away. There was fighting the whole, from March till October 
there was fighting between the Social Democrats and the soldiers, the Wlsheviks 
and then they finally settled. In October they finally took over the whole 
country, Of course, in the small towns, Idon°t know, 
LB There was civil war till 1921. 
OP Yes. In small towns. But in Oiessa •• , 
LB It was settled? 
OP In October. 
LB But there was fighting, you were telling me, in the streets, between the Whites and 
Bolsheviks. 
OP That was about 1919, 
LB Oh, that's when the Whites were already being driven down toward the Black Sea. 
OP Yes, Yes, Yeso That's right, And of course, there was shelling from the boats. 'lbe 
Whites had the boats,. the nav,, the Whites, so they were, from the/Sea, shelling 
the sea (sic), I mean the city. i3/4cl( 
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LB All right, so you continued. ••• now in order to continue going to school, some-
body also had to pay the school. 
OP I don't remember whether we paid or not. No, by that time ••• 
LB Oh, I see. I see. You don't know whether you paid rent. You don't know whether 
you ~XZ paid for schooling either. 
OP No. No. Rent, I know we didn't pay, Because they were the bourgeois, they 
probably left with the White Guard or killed, 
LB The owners. 
OP 'Ihe owners. 
LB Why didn't they throw you out? Your father was a tradesman? 
OP Yes, but that ••• maybe, when my father was alive, he was still paying, I don't 
know. 
LB You understand my question? 
OP I undesstand. I understand, your question. But I don't, I myself until my father 
died didn't knowx~ any transactions.~ I didn't know anything. 
LB I understand. I realize that you were too young, I just thought maybe somelhhing, 
maybe later on, •• 
OP No. No. 
LB You discussed it and you found out. 
OP No. All I know is later on, when I was about fourteen years old I got a desi~e 
to stuiy ballet, 
LB In the middle of all this? (Both laugh.) 
OP In the middle of all this, 
LB. Maybe that's the reason. 
OP In the middle of all this I wanted to study ballet, 
LB (La.ughs) Oh, that 0s cute: 
OP (Laughing) So you can imagine how they spoiled me. '!hey used to sell a piece of 
jewelry after avery month to pay for my ballet dancing, the lessons. 
LB (Still alaughing) Oh, Mrs, Prince, 'lha.t is priceless, Honest to God, 
OP Isn't that something? 
LB It's just like a kid2 
OP Yes, 
LB And yet, maybe, you know, maybe that's what saves you ••• 
OP Keeps you going. 
LB 'Iha.t's right. 'Ihat 0s right. 
OP I was very spoiled, I was the first child and I was pampered, And they were very 
good to us. 'Ihe family and these, Mirna with her daughter, I remember the da.ughlher, she 
used to, uh, come and stay with my sisters, the two of them had typhoid at the same 
time because they were only fifteen months a.part.,, 
LB Now, who had typhoid? Your sister? 
OP Yes, 
LB And Mirna's daughter. 
OP No, NO. No, She a used to come and lay with her in bed,,, 
LB Mirna would lay in bed with,., 
OP No. 'lhe daughter would lay in bed with her to comfort her because she was crying, 
LB Oh! Oh: 
OP And the reason she died, my sister, is because she had, her heart was weakened 
just before my father died in 1918, in the summer of 1918, she had diphtheria, And 
I remember, the cousin that lived al'i1I'oss the hall from us, my mother 0s niece, she 
was very mean. She had two children. So she said to my father, Put her in a hospital, 
$And he knew that the hospitals, if he put her in a hospital she wouldn't survive, 
because there were not enough nurses, not enough medication, or anything, 
LB For the diptheria ~ow? 
OP Yes, So he said; You take your children and you have a. brother here, and let 
them stay. Because I took my children, we were staying with this aunt, she was married 
already at that time, so he sa.ys, Do that, And he went into the man who was in charge 
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of the neighborhood, uh, if anydme was sick or something, he was a tailor and 
he explained him the whole situation, If I put my child in the hospital she'll 
die. So all the neighbors took their children and put them with some relatives, 
Till, •• 
LB A kind of quarantine, 
OP Yes, Yes. 
LB Yes. I understand, 'lney emptied out the neighborhood., 
OP The whole building, So that she could stay home. 
LB Jews and non-Jews, Both, 
OP That 0s right, And that she could be kept home and be ta.ken good care of. 'Ihe 
doctor can:ie every day and she got the injections when she:was supposed to get 
_and everything, But, her heart remained weak, 
LB Yes, . 
OP So that•s when the two of them had the typhoid and I saw what typhoid fever ••• 
LB Which two had typhoid fever? 
OP Both sisters had typhoid fever, 
LB Both sisters, Oh! 
OP Only fifteen months apart. 
LB So one died and the other recovered, 
OP Yes, 
LB I see, So actually one disease after another came, 
OP That's right, And I got typhus. Which is a different type, One you get from 
something else and one you get from something else, I got typhus in 1921 when I 
was already about fifteen,almost fifteen years old, 
LB All right, let's see,. ,we 0 re not doing too badly keeping this in some kind of 
order, I, I, ... life managed to go on, 
OP Life managed to go on. 
LB You had your ballet lessons. You went to school, Even though your sister died? 
OP No, this was before my sister died, 
Lll The ballet lessons? 
OP Yes, Before my sister died, 
LB But it was after both your parents had died, •• 
OP That 0s right, 
LB It was the Revolution and the fighting and the war and everything, •• 
OP And I stf4ill had my ballet lessons. For about six months I was taking ballet 
lessons, 
LB From a private teacher? 
OP From a p~ivate teacher, A~ private school, It was a school, And then I 
dropped out. I saw I wasn •t going to be a ballerina, So I dropped out,. 
LB You sound like a realist, Mrs. Prince, 
OP Ch, I was,,,oh,,.given in too much, 
LB Were you?. · · 
OP Yes, 
LB Well, I don°t. thin~ it did much harm, From the sound of it, (Both laugh) 
Now tell me, why, in 1920 your schooling stopped, the school closed then? 
OP Closed and she went away to Palestine, Yes, most of them,,, 
LB Oh, Was she forced to close the school? 
OP No-0-0-0 I don't think she was,,,I imagine, Yes, She was forced because there 
was night school, The government ran night school~.And I remember that for about 
. a year I did go to night school, 
LB After she left? . 
OP Yes, Yes, Not the same school. But there were courses, n,qnf ~ somewhere 
-11111\( I I took~co·urses for about a year, 'Ihen I stopped that too, 
LB How, uh, •• how, •• 
OP All schools closed. Not only that school. All schools closed, 
LB They did? 
OP Sure, 
LB Why? 
OP Because, first of all, I !imagine the Bolsheviks didn°t believe in private 
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schools. Because private schools N~mirf...tx£Ex were only for people who could pay. 
Mostly. And they didn • t think it was necessary. 'Ihe government had to run it. 
LB Well. But then they didn •t have to close. '!hey could have just taken over the 
running. 
OP No. But they didn°t. She just closed it and when away to Palestine. 
LB '!hat particular school. But you said all schools closed. 
OP All schools, all private schools closed. 
LB All private schools closed. Oh. But there were public schools. 
OP There were always public schools. But who went to public school? Only the 
peasants, well, no, in O:iessa we didn °t have peasants. But very poor or the 
the children of the laborers, the janitors. Children like that went ~o public 
school. Very few Jewish children went to public school. 
LB In Qiessa? 
OP In Oiessa. Because there, it was just, not even an elementary education. Just 
a four year course. You learned to read and to write, that 0s all. A little arithma.tiv 
LB But when the Soviets took over, it had to change. 
OP Yes. 
LB But you couldn't remember what actually happened when it took place in Qiessa? 
OP No. Beca3ue ••• what? 
LB As far as the schools were concerned. 
OP No. Because we left in 1923. 'lhe beginning of 1923. But then everything was 
already settled more or less. 
LB Yes, but you were already out of school for some time, three years. 
OP I was already •• , 
LB Now, what happened after you quit school? After you qtfut school? 
OP After I quit school I was teaching 11 ttle children, reading and writing, ma.king 
a little money that way. 
LB 1920 0 you were, uh, fourteen. 
OP Yes. I was teabhing little children. I had a little class. Teaching children 
__ to reaci and write. 
LB Is that right? 
tiP '!hat's right! 
LB You taught them Russian? 
OP Russian, As a matter of fact, my uncle, my father's brother, had a sister in law 
who had a cook's job in Vinnitsa, j.n an orphanage. I don°t know whether, it wasn°t 
a Jewish orphanage, it was ••• ~ 1 the Revolution it couldn't be a Jewish orphanage. 
But she was a cook there. Andshe used to come home occasionally to see the family. 
So she Xllt said she could get me a job there. I was sixteen years old. She could get 
me a job there, also in kindergarten. 'lb teach in kindergarten. 
LB That's 1922 then. 
OP Yes• To teach the kindergarten. And she got me the job there. 'lb teach the 
kindergarten. And I had to get a ticket on the train to go which you couldn •t just 
walk over to the, to the window and get the ticket. You had to s.xx.r± stand in line 
for three days to get a ticket. 
LB That's right. People were trying to get out of O:iessa. 
OP 'lb get out of O:ieesa. So, I, but, people that were standing, everybody :t.mtx 
would go home to eat and you watched their line for them. So, for two days I was 
standing there but I didn't sleep there. 'Ihe men used to sleep but they 9d keep the 
line fof the women. The women would go home to sleep. And one day, on the third 
·day, in the meantime, we already made contact with our relatives in the United 
States •• 
LB. Oh, you did, 
OP Yes. 
LB Who were these relatives? 
OP I'll tell.you. So, one day I went home to eat and I found a.n a.ffadavit, I never 
went back in line. 
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LB You didn't need it then, 
OP No, didn't need it because by 'flt J ·l-t ~e I knew I was going to the United States. 
LB Oh, I see, So, you nefer took the job as, •• 
OP No, never took the job in Vinnitsa, never went to Vinnitsa and started working on 
the papers, 
LB I see, 
OP And how did it happen? I knew that my mother had a very rich brother, I mean, I 
didn°t know how rich he was, But I knew she had a, a wealthy brother in the 
United States. She had a sister in the United States, But about the cousins I 
didn't know, But I also knew that my father had three sisters here. One day 
I was walking and I was going to mail a letter from one of my aunts, my father's 
older sister ••• 
LB In America? 
OP In America. And I met a woman who was my mother's friend, 'Ihey were, they grew up 
together. And she asked me where I'm going, I said I 9 m going to the post office 
to mail a letter to my aunt, in New York, So she started to cry, She says, You 
know I have a sister in New York, I haven't even got the money for postage to 
mail aletter to her, Would you permit me to put a few words in your letter? 
I said, Sure! So I opened the letter, and because there x was no stamp on it 
yet, I had to go to the post office, So I discarded that envelope and she put 
in a letter to her sister with the address and everything and I wrote the address 
again and went to the post office and mailed it and asked my aunt if she could 
drop a card to these people, they should come and pick up the letter, It so 
happened that they both l:ived in Brooklyn, And these people came to pick up the 
letter on Sunday, And she sees on the mantlepiece, you know those, they had, uh, 
uh,a.town house in Brooklyn, And in the living room there was a mantel piece, 
She sees a picture of my mother, my father, the wedding picture I guess. She 
says, My God! Who 0s that? She says that's my brother. She says, I grew up with 
this girl. So my aunt starts telling~~~ you know there were three girls left 
and one died and she says, Do you know that they have a very rich uncle in Boston? 
And I°m going to get in touch with their cousins, their ~ cous~ins, and I 8 m 
fritfeds with one of her cousins here in Brooklyn, I'm going get his ~dress and 
I' rn going to write to him, · 
LB Well, how come the aunt didn°t know about this uncle? 
OP She didn°t know~ 
LB It was on the other side of the family. 
OP It was on the other side of the family, 
LB AHhhh! I see, 'This was ~our brother 0s sister. 
OP 'This was my father's ••• 
LB Your father's sister, 
OP ~~ father's sister and my mother 0s brother. 
LB Right. 0, K. 
OP So, she got, through my mother's cousin, she got the address and wrote to him and 
he immediately sent us, he wasn't even a citizen, He was in this country, at that 
time, about ten years, No, more than ten years, About 1903 probably, about twenty 
years. He was originally in South Africa, He was here already about twenty years. 
_/ 
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He wasn°t a citizen, So my father's.,,one of my father's sisters, so her husband 
sent the affadavit and he gave the money. 'Ihat•s how we came, here. 
LB Now, tell me something, you said the lines were very long, at the railroad statioi, 
i~Oiwssa. Now this was what period? 
OP 1922, That, I remember, well this was from the time the Revolution started, 
LB Allright, But you said things were actually, had settled down in Qiessa? 
OP Yes but still, everybody had to get out, 
LB Where were they going? Where was everybody going? 
OP Where was,.,Well,they were going, first of all they were going to small towns, to 
exchange voluta, you know what that is? 
LB Yes, yes, 
· -- OP - Everybody was speculating in something. Otherwise they couldn • t make a living. As 
a matter of fact I remember before my father died, that summer, he also to l{rizhopol, 
because his aunt lived there, My mother's, my father's mother had a sister in 
Krizhopol and my husband was brought up with her grandson, This I found out years 
later, So my father went to Krizhopol also to do some speculation with voluta, and 
while he was away, our building was being attacked by some vandals, let's put it 
that way, 'They wanted to rob the building or something, and we had the Domovaya 
Okhrana. Every building had their own police, We chose a board and the police 
all young men, were guarding this building. Because the police wasn°t functioning. 
LB What was the name of that? 
OP Domovaya Okhrana, 
<l LB Oh, doma is house,,. Domovaya Okhrana, So Okhrana is :;:ally the police. 
OP Yes. But they were the young men of the building. And this happened that one night 
they wanted to break into the building and rob everyone in the building, And there 
was shooting between the young men from our building and the hoodlwns. And I 
went over to the, not to the window, but to the entrance to the building, and I 
seejfatherroming, He came in on the night train, 
LB Yes, "l 
OP And I started to scream, I was afraid that one of our boys is going to, accidentally 
a bullet is going to hit him. But he was lucky. He got in, But he died a few months 
later. But that 0s the way it was going on. Everybody was going some place to 4,- -
change u1:m money for foreign money, to buy something ••• 
LB So, it wasn°t really quiet. 
OP It wasn't quiet at all. 
LB How long did this go on? 
OP It went on for about five years. 
LB Yes. 
OP It went on for about five years. 
LB It must have been hell, 
OP Hell! Hell on earth, And then when people started getting affadavits from the United 
states, so you had to stand in line for days, when you went to apply for a exit 
xbo.x.x visa. 
LB Now was it only Jews that were trying to leave? 
OP No, no, no. Everybody, 
LB Everybody, 
OP Everybody was trying to leave, And especially if they were Gentiles that were middle 
class, Maybe if they were very rich they were shot. They knew about them and they 
we~e shot, Jews were shot and Gentiles were shot. If they were very rich. 
LB Oh I see. 
OP When the Soviets came in. But then, the middle class, everybody was trying to get 
out. But in fact they were mostly Jews because who had relatives in this country 
mostly? Jews. 
LB Jews. iiJ!lX Was there a large, •• Would. you say O:lessa was i sympathetic to the Bosheviks? 
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On the whole? Or not? 
OP It depends who it was. 
LB I mean, as a city. 
OP As a city? 
LB I mean, you could tell? Couldn°t you? 
OP I wouldn • t say, , , 
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LB No, you can• t tell, h$f'USJL tt- goes back and forth and back and forth. 
OP No, you can°t tell}~You~on1 f.£'discuss anything with anybody, because iou don't know 
who you're talking to. You 0re afraid even to open your mouth. '(~ I~ what 
you think. You don't discuss, You just live to survive, That's all. You only 
worry about, you try to find out what bakery is baking what, when. Before my fafuther 
died, I remember there was a bakery across the street from us. ~stayed a whole 
He . 
night in line to get a bread, And in the morning, I replaced him, Then you found 
out a bakery ooout three blocks away was baking and you were standing in line 
there, 'Ihat•s the kind of life we had, 
LB And whoever had flour, :Baked, 
Op Yes, but ooere,,. 
LB Yes but you didn't know, 
OP 'Ihat•s why they had to go to the small towns, 'Ihey would bring salt to the small 
towns, bring flour back, Because we had salt from the Black Sea, 
LB Oh, 
OP So, we'd bring salt there, bags and bags of salt and bring back flour. (Long pause) 
That was the life, 
LB What year was it that you finally left? 1923 2xx was it? 
-OP January the 23, 1923, (:soth laugh) 
LB Just you and your sister? 
OP Just I and my sister. 
LB In °23 you were,., 
OP I was sixteen and a half and she was twelve and a half. 
LB And you took the journey where? 
OP We went to Constantinople. 
LB You did? 
Op Yes, because,,, 
LB Did you have a passport?-
OP Yes, sure, 
LB '!hey let you go, '!hey let you go, without any problem? 
OP No. Because they, they weren°t interested in having children they would be respons.ble 
for, 
LB I see, Yeah, yeah, 
OP So they were glad to get rid of,,, 
LB It isn't as if you were a young, healthy male, 
OP No, No, That's right, And it was, the money from the United States, it took a very 
long time in coming. You know the mails weren • t':>~ood, First of all our relatives 
were sending us the packages that Hoover worked out. 
LB Yes, the food. 
OP '!he food, We were getting a lot of those packages. And we were selling some of it 
and living on that money and then, in the end of 1922 when I already had my exit 
visa, which if you dllln°t leave when you were supposed to, every month you had to 
pay a fine, and here the money wasn ° t coming, coming. So when I had typhoid, I 
was in the hospital, not in the big hospital but a private house turned into a 
hospital during the Revolution. So there was a woman a.mil: in the bed next to me. 
I wasn 8 t critically ill, but she was critically ill, As a matter of fact she lost 
her hearing, And when I started to walk around I used to feed her and all that 
and she told me her story, Her husband ran away with the White Gaard, She was 
Jewish. But her husband ran away with the White Guard to Constantinople, She had 
a little boy, She was a manicurist. So, we became friendly and we used to visit 
each other, she was about twenty six, twenty seven, I was only about fifteen. 
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But we used to visit each other. And I once told her when I saw her that I can •t 
get out. I have the papers and I can't get out because I haven't got the moiey 
for the voyage, You have to pay money on the ship, So she said, You know I have 
an idea. f-'tY husband sends me money every month, from Constantinople with a small 
greighter that runs between Constantinople and Odessa. And the owner, Zherkovsky, 
I remember was his name ••• 
LB Zhakovsky? 
OP Zhakovsky, He was a Jew. He, I'll take him over to you, I mean I'll take you over 
to him and 1°11 ask him, maybe he-}11 take you to Constantinople and the money 
will come quicker to Constaninople than it will come here, And then you can pay 
him, So and he had an office in a private apartment. So she took me over there 
and she introduced me and told him my story, He said, Sure I 011 ta.ke them, 
LB Didn°t you have to pay him? 
OP No. . 
(Side ends) 
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LB Now you didn't have to pay him because the Jewish Committee ••• 
OP Now when we came to Constantinople he told the Jewish Committee that he brought me 
there and the first money that comes from the United States, he has to be paid. 
LB Now there was a Jewish Committee in Consta.ranople? 1 
OP Oh, sure~ 
LB --was it-the HIAS or what? 
OP Well, it was run by the Joint Distribution, 
LB Oh, the Joint. LB 
OP Yes. 'Ihe Join©,/So that 0s where he took you then, 
OP He took us, as a matter of fact, we were drowning on the way and but when we came 
->' into Constan'\inople, let me tell you. So we made up that next time the ship comes 
in, we v+e &£ing with him, But, you had all the pictures, all the fami~uJ>i.ctures 
you had 1't~em sealed in the, we used to call it the 6' ►'"to ·z.."-Vl e w-rt~he 
ship's register, thereus an office. A big office. And they had to look and see 
what youure taking out from there. Whether there were any valuables or anything. 
So :tkis they saw they were only family pictures, they sealed it and everything, 
here I 0 m walking back home and I see a little girl. She looked to me like a little 
girl, her hair was shaved, but she was my age, And she was crying, I said, What 
are you crying? So she told me the same story, That-my story. That sheus got a 
brother and a sister younger than she. Her parents died and she's also waiting 
for money for her relatives, And she can°t leave. So I take her also to Zhakovsky 
and I tell him, Mr, fillakovsky, this little girl has the same story, He says, I'll 
take her too. And so we're all leaving on the same ship. The ship, sixty tons. 
Sixty tons. You can imagine the size of it, It wasn't bigger than this room. 
And before we 0ntered the Bosphorus, from the Black Sea, there was a big storm, 
and we almost went down. Well, we didn't. And we came into the Bosphorus, 'Ihe 
Bosphorus was very quiet. And we had to be quarantined for two weeks, Because of 
the epidemic. And then we come into Constaninople so the representative from the 
Joint Distribution comes out on the ship and interviews everybody. He 0s a Russian, 
also a RusfciM.i
0
Zellow. Jewish. And asks us our story, So I tell him mine and she 
tells him.1trouNa good candidate for my mother. She 011 have something to cry about. 
l'tY' mother has a big apartment she rents out rooms and I 011 take you to my mother. 
I won°t take you to a hotel. And he lived with his sister, a widow. She was a 
doctor. 
LB Did you know the ma.n's name? 
OP Greenberg. Sure. 
___ , '-===~ 
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LB Leva Greenberg? 
OP Yes, As a matter of fact I tried to look him up when we were in Israel. 'Ibey were 
waiting to go to Israel, to Palestine. 1'1..a.....£.(w... mother and sister. So he registered 
us in the Jewish Committee and we started going there every •• ,first of all, they 
gave us ten lira, so you have something to live on, in the meantime, 
LB Yes. I was gNiNg wondering about that, 
OP Or ten dollars maybe, or ten dollars I think because ten liras wouldn't amount to 
much, And when the money comes from the United States they deduct it. mEx»sE 
LB Because they have to notify the people in the United States to send it to a differ-
ent place. 
OP Oh naturally. Sure. My uncle immediately, we got two hundred dollars from my uncle, 
LB Oh, you did! 
OP Sure. and maybe in five days we got by telegram we got two hundred dollars. I paid 
off Zherkovsky, and paid off the Jewish Committee the ten dollars and you go every 
day there for mail, because the mail used to 1 come there, And ther~ were, you know, 
clerks, so the first clerk that I went over, was a fellow about twanty one, twenty 
two years old, He was the brother of one of my school mates. Because he looked 
exactly like her. I asked him, I forgot the name now, I asked him, Are you a 
brother to ~his, this r • He says, Yes, But they were still in Oiessa. 
He was able to get out, And they were still in Odessa, So, we got stuck in Constan-
tinople for seven months, because, we came there in February and in April the 
LB But you got your money right away? 
OP Yes, we had something to live on. 'lhe Russian quota was closed, 
LB That's right. 
OP And then, when the quota wasopened, · so they first let in children to their parents, 
/\ f1,/t2,()cS 
then parents to the children, then sisters, but .we were the last. When we finally 
got ou:c visasg it was already August, So we left 1n September, AnJ I'was, exen 
' 
that time, I didn't want to travel a whole month on the boat, because from Constan-
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tinople to New York was a whole month. And those days, thirty days you have to 
be on the ship, and besides that, I said, Why shouldn't I see what Paris looks 
like? So we went from France. 
LB Did you take a train? 
OP No, we went, took a boat one week to ••• 
LB Where did you stap at r.a.rseilles? 
OP 11:1.rseilles. And then from Ms.rseilles to Paris. We were only one day in Pari~. We 
came in in the morning and we left at night for Cherbourg. ,,- --
LB You and your sister? 
OP Yes. Come into Cherbourg, the Russian quota is closed/ again for five weeks. So we 
got stuck there for five weeks. 
LB Now who took care of you there? Or di~u have enough money~'!~::-~ 
OP Well, we had money. And we're staying~also Joint Distribution,J/.lm this hostelry. 
LB But what language were you speaking all this time? I mean ••• 
OP Russian. There were translators. Al:says translators-; 
LB But I mean, like when you went from Marseilles to Paris, there were no translators ••• 
OP Yes, there was, somebody,.somebody was always in charge. 
LB Oh, in other words you didn't go alone, you had to go in a group then? 
OP Yes, sure in a group. 
LB Oh, I thought you and your sister took off and went to Paris. 
OP No. No. No. A group that decided to go through Paris. 
LB O,k. O.K. On the way to America.}1 they decided they wanted to see something. 
OP Yes. Yes. So we stayed in Cherbou:tg for six weeks and finally we got on the boat. 
if 
So the, the captain decided that/he's going to go to New York, he might, the 
Russian quota might close again. So Boston was closer. So he went to Boston. 
And docked in Boston. And it so happens it was allright for us because my uncle 
lived in Boston. So as soon as we got in there, we came in on a 'Ihursday, the 
first of November 0 1923, and I had a cold. And I was laying there on the be~ch, 
or I think I must have been running a temperature and they wouldn't let anybod~ 
come until Sunday. So on Sunda.y1~cle came with his cha.ugigeur and his wife and 
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ad his salesmen and a translator because we hardly spoke Jewish and of course 
English we didn°t speak, but he had his head bookkeeper, his head accouittant 
was a Russian man and settled in the United States, so he came with him. So 
that's how Ji started. We stayed 1n Boston for about five weeks. And then we 
went to live in New York with my father 0s sister. 
LB Tell me something, Mrs. Prince. You tell this, and you are a. very good rememberer, 
you have an excellent memory and iili very clear and very objective. 
OP You know that I talked some to Russians, some that come in here now~ from Russia. 
From Oa.essa, A lot of ~eople here from Cdessa. 
LB Is that right? 
OP A lot of them, Especially two, three years ago there's an awful lot of them from 
I 
messa, coming in. So I asked them about this and that and in the end he says, 
Why you remember more than I do! I just left and you remember more th.an I do. 
LB You have an excellent memory and not only that but you have a nice, clear way of 
telling it, And you say, for example, you were spoiled and so on, but look at 
all, you weren't so spoiled, 
OP Well, you learn. You learn, Life teaches you, I came and we lived with my father's 
sister and I was disappointed, with her. lliBecause I saw that she was material~stic • 
.,/~/,A_,/;' 
That she kne'li' I had a rich uncle and she thought that maybe she could t  
J::-f ~' f J) ~ . . J, ~ ~ . ..; 
something, Alld::; the same sister.,. 7ti.l ~ ' ~
LB Ma.ct the contact. 
_,.,,. 
iw.f'~ 
OP Yes, No, it was the middle sister. And I saw that they were materialistic, maybe 
~~ A 
they'll benefit something, from my uncle, and l-nooded thGlW; I was only seventeen 
years old,., 
LB 
:0f I think you were a pretty shrewd gal, myself. (laughing) Amf meiner kinder gezugt, 
(My own children should be like that,) 
OP So, I became closer with my older aunt, the one that made contact originally, we 
moved from this one, we moved to the other one. And then, •• 
LB How did your little sister turn out? 
OP She turned out all right, except that her eyesight, she's almost blind, You know, 
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that she needed glasses. I remember when she was about nine yea.rs old, we had 
at that time was considered the biggest eye doctor in Oiessa.--He said that she 
needs glasses, but he said, Where a.re you going to get glasses now? 
LB When she was nine? '!hat would be what year? 
OP When she was nine. '!hat would be a.bout 1919. She was bo:t::n in in 1910. 
LB So there was no place ••• so that kind of thing you couldn't get?-'--~-~ 
OP No. 
LB Even though you weren °•1; starving you couldn °t get eyeglasses. 
OP No. No. You couldn't get eyeglasses. And she didn't get eyeglasses until she ca.me 
to this country. And she ha.d, evidently, a very serious condid.ion. 
LB She did. 
OP And it began to develop after she gave birth to her son. Because she ha.d it before, 
she was already operated a. couple of times. But she could see. She Emai~x wore 
glasses she could see well. She was alone. She worked and everything. But after 
she gave birth to her son, when she was thirty two years old, she began to lose 
NJ her eyesight. 
~ 
LB And you feel it goes back to that time? 
OP Yes. My mother 0s grandmother, my mother's mother was blind. As a matter of fact, 
my uncle, that lived in Boston, he was the youngest of all the children, when he was 
bom she was already blind, She never saw him, When I used to ask my mother, How did 
grandma get blind? So she used to say that, she probably didn°t know, she knew 
that she bent down, when she had a cast iron frying pan on the stove, she bent 
down and accidentally hit her eye. Tha.t 0s how she got blind. But maybe she couldn't 
see it and that's why she hit it, She had~~; did you ever 
hear of that? 
LB No. 
On • I. If -:~I. • WVA- VV' the hardening of the eyeball and that 0s what she ha.d. Maybe that's what 
my grandmother had. 
LB So it might be an inherited thing. 
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OP So, all the doctors that she was going to, they a~ asked, W~ __ there anything like 
that in your family and we could.n °t tell because,1we ever hea.ro. was tihat she bent 
down and hit her eye. _And that• s what she </lu~- . . · 
LB So they didn't know any better either. 
OP &cause you how many years ago. My uncle would have been no-w:_1:-_~out ninety years 
old, and he was blind already. I mean, when h~as born she.was blind already. 
so ••• 
LB Now, tell me.,.I.et me look on my check list. I want to see if ••• (Pause) We've 
covered the question of where you met other Jews and you met them in the neigh-
borhood and you had non-Jewish,. ,during the, during the Revolutionary period, 
during the years let 0s say between 1918 and 122 when all this back and forth and 
fighting hoodlums, hooliganism was rampant, was there any,any,. ,did you have any 
feeling that Jews were being blamed? For any of this? In other words, was there, ••• 
was there any increase in anti-Semitism during this period? 
OP Yes, of course, But you felt it more in the small towns. 
LB No, I'm talking about Oiessa only. 
OP Yes. There was some. From the ignorant. Not the, the, the educated people. But 
like janitors, laborers. Well, I would say laborers were Communists themselves, 
But janitors-mostly or women that came to clean your house or something like that, 
They would say, It's all the work of the Jews. 
LB What, all the troubles was the work ••• 
OP Yes, because there was Trotsky there, don°t forget. You know, so, •• 
LB He wasn°t the only one. 
OP He wasn 8 t the only one, but he was blamed more than Lenin, 
LB But I.enin wa.sft a Jewo 
OP I say, he was blamed more for Communism, for this, they forgot about Kerensky alto-
gether. They blamed that Trotsky killed the Czar. 
LB Is that right? 
OP Yes. I mean that through him, thanks to him, our Czar was killed. 
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LB And Trotsky they identified with being a Jew. 
OP Well naturally, he was a Jew. 
LB Not in his eyes he wasn't, 
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OP No he wasn't in his eyes. Although my husband tells a joke, that when they came 
and told his wife their son was killed, so she said, Oh, Bozhe moi, although 
they didn°t believe in God, but that's what she said, Oh Bozhe moi (Oh my God.) 
LB In Russian, (la.ughs) My God! That 0s not funny, No, that family was wiped out. 
Terrible. Well, their son was killed by Stalin wasn°t he? 
OP No, he was killed in the war. 
LB Oh, he was. 
OP Yes, 
LB Well, the other joke that-I heard, the professor of history that I work with.,, 
OP He was killed by Stalin in Mexico, 
LB In Mexico, yes, No, that the Jews around Lenin said, If we could just get rid of 
Lenin, we could hold a. minyan. (Both laugh) There were so ma.ny. 
OP Jl'aybe, Well. 
LB No, I want to know if in Qiessa the fetling was that the Jews were responsible. 
OP I never heard that. No, I never heard that, 
LB O,K. 0,K, Did you know any people who were Communist? pro-Bolshevik? 
OP Not in our circle, No, No, As a matter of fact, I was so arrogant, let's put it 
that way, just plain arrogant, when I was a kid I had so much nerve that I once 
I don°-~ remember what the occasion was, I think it was something to do with that 
same pharmacist who lived in our building, and they were trying as even today, to 
save mome medication, so they could sell it later on the black market, So, who, 
\»}M 
where are you going to put it?/\Poor orphans, who they know that nobody is going 
to look for, So they once bring, he says to me, their name was Mt~Ov'1ch I want 
to put a. trunk in yar, one of your rooms, in your kitchen, It's my daughter 0s, she 
had two daughters, it's their dowry, So I said, All right, She puts it there, and 
by that time you couldn't keep the apartment to yourself, So we had a boarder, 
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One room we had to give.tt(J'··, · 
LB In other words the Soviet government told you that you had to share your apart-
ment. 
OP Oh sure, Everybody had to share apartments. There was no such thing as having an 
apartment to yourself, So there was a fellow living there with his mother. A 
fellow. He was a Jewish fellow, He was a Communist. And he, when he saw the trunk 
coming down, became suspicious, he wanted to see what was in that trunk, so. I 
don't know how he broke that lock, or what or how, but he found out that there 
is medication there. So he squealed, 
LB To the authorities, 
OP He squealed to the authorities and they came and they opened it and they found 
mediaa.tion and they didn't do anything to us, they saw that we were children, 
that we were finagled into it. And f11! ( 'i'O If t G~ was arrested and the head of 
the house committee was arrested, by that time there was no owner or anything, 
no manager of the building, there was a house committee that ran the building 
to see the garbage was taken out or something like that. So and then there was a 
big trial, So I was one of the witnesses at the tr§il, 
LB Is that right? 
OP Yes. And I was very arrogant, I don°t remember what I said, but I was very arrogant. 
And one of the daughters 0 one of his daughters, had a boyfriend, she was studying 
medicine and he was studying medicine and he was sick and they wouldn't let her 
go to see him and I, I went to one of those Cheka offices and I saw blood on the 
wall. I suppose they were beating somebody so that the blood remained on the wall. 
And I.was so fresfu to them, that I don't know how I ever got away with it: I don't 
know how I ever got away with it. 
LB Well now, what was your testimony ••• What kind of arrogance did you display? 
OP I said, why the judge, she asked me to go and see him. Because she herself was afraid 
because she had the name ,-,j 1rov,ci1 and her father was in jail. 
LB Ohp Oh. 
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OP So I sn.id, Why don °t you let me go to see him? What are you going to do to him, 
the same thing tha. t you did to this other man? 
LB How old were iou then? 
OP I was probably fifteen or something. (Pause) 
LB Pisk. (Mouth) (le..ughter) 
OP Maybe I was so arrogant because I was sure that they were not going to, because 
we were orphans and they wouldn't do anything to me. They 0re not going to put 
me in jail, they're not going to kill me. And so, that gave me the arroganca. 
LB It's not really arrogance, you know. 
OP Nerve. I don't know. Nerve. 
LB It's a kind of, it's a kind of self confidence that, if you're right, then you're 
going to have your say and they'd better not touch you. Somehow you'll manage to 
fight off the whole Cheka. 
OP You know, I was telling you that I saw people taking their family 01a pushcart to 
ij tt):e grave. My sister died, we couldn't get a coffin. So, this aunt of ours, her 
son in law •• , 
LB You mean Mirna? 
OP Mirna, yes. Her son in law had a few like here you would call them trucks, In those 
days they were horse driven carts that he was, that was his business. He used to 
cart things to the railroad station, to this, to that. He had two or three of them. 
So he took one of them and broke it up, had it broken up and made a coffin for my 
\ 
sister. (Pause) I never forgot that. And even after Mirna. died and, and they went 
in 1930, wait, we left in 1923, in 1924 they went to Argentina. 
LB Who did? Mirna.? 
11.Y 
OP No. Daughter with her husband went to Argentina. 
LB To live? 
OP They thought maybe they 011 be able to come to the United States but there was no 
way of them Qoming to the United Sta. tes, And then they thought they'd take Mirna. 
out, So, they lived in Argentina, in Buenos Aires for eight years. And he did a.11 
kinds of jobs and there was no way and they had no one there and he still had 
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sisters and broihers in Russia so they decided to return to Russia in 1932. 
So they went back to Russia in 1932. And rrry sister was in 1935 in Russia. 
LB h!q She was. 
OP Yes, she went with rrry aunt. Yiy mother's sister. She went ea:ck because they still 
,) 
had before Hitler, rrry mother 0s older sister was still alive in Uthuania, with 
her whole family. So rrry uncle gave his sister a present, a trip to see her oldest 
sister, 
LB There was no thoJ6mt of getting her out of there? 
OP There was a big family and she was already old and so.,, 
LB 'Ibis was in 'J5? 
OP '35. So he gave his sister, rrry uncle in Boston gave his sister a ~'UA/ 
present and also he bought my sister's ticket back and forth, The rest she paid 





Mi.ma, she saw 1mia, Eia was her daughter, and she lived in Moscow with her husband, 
The daughter. 
Where did Mirna live? 
She lived in O:lessa., 
She stayed there? 
She stayed there in 
uania. They stayed 
Qiessa.. And so when they were in Lithuania, they went to Lith-
there about a month, then they went to Moscow, 'Ibey stayed 
there a couple of weeks and then they took Elia and went with her to C\iessa and 
stayed in Qiessa. about two weeks or three weeks, from there they went to Palestine 
and they were away from the United States for about three months, fluh,~ ~/ 
olo M,wv -µ,,,at..,,1 ,U<-(; ;dd , 
And.•• 
LB And you say that your Mirna died in 'J8, 
OP In 'J8, And we kept sending her packages the whole time and after she died we kept 
sending the packages to her daughter. 
LB And did her daughter survive the second war? 
OP No, she in 1944 she died of cancer, of the colon, 
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LB That's before the war ended. Where was she living? 
OP In Moscow. In l1oscow. 
LB What a time they had there. You weren't in touch with her during the war? 
OP I was. 
LB Were you? 
~ Ol? Yes, As a matter of fact her husband m,ote me that she died and he live~, can 
you imagine-they came from Argentina and they lived in his brother's kitchen. 
So, when she died, he was·-in 1944, she was in her fifties I guess that time, he_, 
about a year later, he remarried, He remarried.,,'.Ihey married in 1909 and she died 
in 1944 you qan imagine, He remarried and he wrote me, apologized to me why he re-
MQ,D~, 
married, I married a nurse who has her own apartment. So I don °t have to live in 
my brother's kitchen. And then during the war we lost touch withfach other. 
LB That's what I'm saying, you're saying 1944 ••• 
OP In 1944 he wrote me that she died, 
LB But that's during the war! 
OP That 0s right. There was mail going back and forth, Somehow, we, maybe he died, 
because I didn't hear any more from him. 
LB After the war you didn't hear from him? 
OP No. I didn't hear from him anymore, (Pause) 
LB Very interesting. Now, do you have anything more? I think you have given me the 
I 
best, uh, in your little stories, the best description yet of a city during t1;e Ov 
Revolution, Because other :tm: people jusl say terrible things happened. And ter:tible 
things happened. But you've given me ~idents, these small incidents are what 
so dreadful 
point up, make life/for the human being that's living there, When you see a. 
person°s head being dragged through the street ••• 
OP Listen, darling, I saw, we had a big, they were combinations of ca.fas and fancy 
patidsseries, what they call, 'lbere was one across the street from where we 
lived, So the bakery, I guess, was in the basement, where they used to do the 
baking and the windows, they have it here too, where the windows are on the bottom 
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and there is like a little, and in the street, there is like a little, you 
can jump down. We saw a little boy laying there, with the lice crawling all over 
him,., 
LB You mean in that little, it 0s like a little, what the heck do you call those 
things, they're right near, it 0s almost like a, it 0s so that the window can go 
I 
down below the pavemento 
OP That's right: A boy about nine years old was laying there covered with lice, 
LB Was he alive? 
OP He was alive, But people were afraid to go near him, because that's,,, 
LB That 0s typhus. 
OP Yes. That's typhus, And once I went in there to buy bread, you buy a quarter of a 
pound of bread at a time, Either they didn°t have or you didn't have enoughlmoney 
to buy more than a quarter of a pound, I was carrying the bread like this and a 
kid came over a.nd grabbed the bread from me, (long pause) 
LB The interesting thing is, that your parents died when you were so young a.nd yet 
you and your sister,,. Jn<--~ ~~ · 
OP We survived because we had a lot of love, We had a lot of love from this Mirna with 
her daughter and the family. 
LB Your Mirna w~ lucky she died in 'J8. 
OP Yes, I always thank God that she died in 19J8. 
LB I mean, you don •t want anybody to die ••• 
OP Yes, but if she had to die, I thank God that she died in 1938. Because she was al-
ready seventy-five years old that time, And. you can just imagine what she would 
have gone througho 
LB Well, Mrs, Prince, I'm going to say thank you very mucho 
OP I want you to have a cup of coffee, a little cheese, •• 
(end of tape) 
